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Transcript

Kenya: Please state your name.
Jasmine: Jasmine Atkins
Kenya: Which dorm do you stay in?
Jasmine: FAR
Kenya: Overall, how do you like living in FAR?
Jasmine: It is okay but it could be better.You get what you pay for.
Kenya: Why do you feel this way?
Jasmine: Compared to the new modern dorms and dorms in general, FAR and PAR like black
substances … I guess .
Kenya: Overall, do you feel safe in FAR?
Jasmine: I mean yeah besides the fact people are getting robbed with the doors locked… that is
weird. And I guess people can follow you in the dorm and you can’t really stop that and you
can’t really be like stop and pull out your ID.
Kenya: Do you feel safe in your dorm by yourself?
Jasmine: Yeah
Kenya: Why do you feel so safe after  mentioning your statement before?
Jasmine: Cause one I know how to fight and so if someone try to come get me, I am going to get
them.

Kenya: Well, you said you noticed the students holding the doors for others behind them. Do you
hold the doors for others?
Jasmine: Yeah
Kenya: How do you know if they are a stranger or not?
Jasmine: I don’t know.
Kenya: Does this make you uncomfortable, knowing that a stranger could easily come in?
Jasmine: Not uncomfortable but it is a safety precautions because I know that if we don’t have a
certain ID we can’t get in certain buildings but all we gotta do is just wait for someone to let us
in. So, I think that is kinda scary but you just gotta have faith.
Kenya: What do you think the campus can do to make sure the students are safe?
Jasmine: To be honest, I say nothing… If something happens it is just bound to happen. I don’t
think they can stop every situation.

